Request for gas transmission and access to the transmission network
Votrubova 11/A, 821 09 Bratislava, Slovak Republic

I. Applicant's identification
Company name (name of applicant)
Address
Tax identification number
Bank correspondent
Contact person
Position
Telephone
Fax
E-mail
Contact data for 24-hour connection with eustream

Possibility to provide an annual report
Possibility to provide audited economic results

yes
yes

no
no

II. Specification of transmission
Entry point into the transmission network

Date of
transmission
commencement

Date of
transmission
termination

Maximum daily transmission capacity [MWh/day]

1.
2.
3.
Pressure and gas quality at the entry point

pressure in MPa, basic chemical composition, dew point of water and hydrocarbons

1.
2.
3.

Exit point from the transmission network

Date of
transmission
commencement

Date of
transmission
termination

Maximum daily transmission capacity [MWh/day]

1.
2.
3.

III. Financial guarantee
What form of financial guarantee you prefer:

bank guarantee

cash collateral

in kind

money

prepayment

IV. Gas for operational needs
How will you pay for Gfon?

V. Gas ownership
Origin of the natural gas
Company delivering gas to the entry point
Company offtaking gas from the exit point

VI. Documents proving a procurement of gas transport by the operators of connected networks
Transport to the entry point agreed by contract with network operator upstream to the entry point
Transport from the exit point agreed by contract with network operator downstream the exit point
Possibility to submit other proving documents
1.
2.
3.

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

VII. List of annexes
Hereinafter listed annexes form an integral part of Request for access to transmission network and for gas transmission:
1. For applicants registred in a companies register certificate stating the legal status of a firm (or a notarized copy) issued at the earliest 30 days before the
day of request delivery. The applicant is obliged on a request to submit also an official translation of this document into Slovak language.
2. For applicants registred in a trade register, not registred in a companies register, certificate stating the legal status of a firm (or a notarized copy) issued
at the earliest 30 days before the day of request delivery. The applicant is obliged on a request to submit also an official translation of this document into
Slovak language.
3. Document proving granting of a respective permission to conduct business in the energy industry in case that the applicant is a gas supplier or a network
operator.
4. Document proving the applicant’s ability to fulfil its financial obligations arising under the gas transmission contract.
5. Document proving procurement of prompt permanent communication with the transmission system operator by an electronic system compact with the
system of eustream, a.s. for transmission management and a continuous operative communication system during the term of the transmission contract.

VIII. Applicant's declaration
Applicant declares and confirms by his signing that he acquainted himself with a valid law governing natural gas transmission through eustream, a.s.
transmission system and binds himself to fully respect the obligations specified in Operational order of eustream, a.s. as a transmission system operator..

In ........................................... date ........................................... Applicant's signature ...........................................

